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Abs t r ac t .  In this paper, we propose a new object-oriented mechanism 
to manage shared data in distributed software development with follow- 
ing features. 

1. Workspace Manager Object and Arti]act Object manage the range of 
responsibility for a software engineer's task and control data sharing. 

2. Autonomous Mediator Object supports negotiation relevant to the 
modification of shared data and coordination for the negotiation. 

3. E ~ h  object has a meta-object. By the mechanism, it is possible to 
dynamically select available actions based on a variety of situations. 

In the software development environment having these features, a soft- 
ware engineer can work having the only knowledge about the range of 
responsibility for his task and the relationships with other engineers who 
share data with him. In addition, the environment provides a mechanism 
to change policies flexibly in a cooperative work style for data sharing 
and modification of shared data. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Shared data  plays an important  role at cooperative works in distributed software 
development. A software engineer uses shared data  to form a common under- 
standing with other engineers for the completion of his task. The way how to 
support  data  sharing and modification of the shared da ta  is one of the key fac- 
tors that  affect the progress of engineers' task. Therefore we should analyse an 
actual work style and reflect it to a software development environment. 

In a distributed software development, we should guarantee each software 
engineer 3 to work independently, and coordinate their works if necessary. If  an 
engineer must understand all the details of the development, the overhead of 
the extra work would become extremely large. Therefore, we need a model and 
an environment to support  cooperative work such that  an engineer can work 
having the only knowledge about  the range of responsibility for his work and 

3 We call software engineer as engineer in short from here. 
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the relationships with other engineers who share data  with him. Based on this 
idea, we propose a new architecture to manage shared data. 

In the present style of distributed development, an engineer spends consider- 
able time for managing shared data as well as completing his work. For example, 
assume a designer asks a programmer to develop a program with a given pro- 
gram specification. Then, the specification becomes a shared data  between them. 
The specification is likely to receive continuous modifications, for example, to 
correct a bug in the module interface. These modifications must be approved 
by all the members under the influence. This work style increases the overhead, 
particularly in a distributed environment. 

We take into account the following three points to manage shared data. 

1. Shared data changes as time passes. 
When an engineer asks another engineer for a development task, some data, 
for example, specification, is shared. The contents and the range of shared 
data  change subsequently according to the progress of the development. We 
need a mechanism that detects such modifications and provides support  for 
the engineer to correctly perform the development task regardless of the 
modifications. 

2. Modification requests on shared data are processed by a human engineer. 
If an engineer requests to modify shared data, related engineers should decide 
how to deal with the modification through negotiation. We therefore need a 
mechanism to support such negotiation, and then reflect the results to the 
shared data. Unlike a strict transaction system, it is seldom that multiple 
engineers request modifications of a same data  simultaneously. In this sense, 
we need a mechanism to control the modification of the shared data  that 
is biased toward the better human-computer interaction, rather than the 
control based on a serializability theory [1]. 

3. We need to select a proper method for the modification of shared data  ac- 
cording to the work status of relevant engineers at the time of modification. 
A method to modify shared data  changes according to the degree of the 
influence to other engineers. For example, we may need only to notify how 
to modify a specification if the modification is to take place at the beginning 
of a development, because the modification yields little or no influence to 
programmers'  task. However, at the end of the development, a designer and 
programmers must need to discuss whether they should modify it, and in 
some case, they might put it off. We therefore need a mechanism to select a 
proper method from multiple candidates to deal with a modification request. 

To summarize, the three issues in the management of shared data in a distributed 
software development environment are: (1) the contents and the range of shared 
data change dynamically and frequently, (2) we should consider a human factor 
when we modify shared data, and (3) the work style of an engineer depends on 
various situations during development. 

In this paper, we propose a set of solutions for these issues. 
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1. We introduce a concept of a distributed wovkspace managed by the corre- 
sponding workspace manager object. Here, by object we mean a software 
module which has an internal state, and performs an operation on the state 
by the acceptance of a message in a form of method invocation. The dis- 
tributed workspace corresponds to the range of responsibility for an engi- 
neer's work. We define shaved wovkspace as the space overlapped by several 
distributed workspaces. 

2. An autonomous mediator object supports negotiation related to the modifi- 
cation of shared data and coordination for the negotiation. 

3. Each object has a meta-object. By the mechanism, it is possible to dynam- 
ically invoke required actions when changes in work style are introduced. 
These actions include modification of shared data, modification in range of 
sharing, and selection of engineer's activity based on his work status. 

We use computational reflection [2] to realize dynamic change and selection 
of a method invocation. A system with a reflective architecture is capable of 
computing the configuration and the process of computation of itself. Many 
works have been reported on mechanisms to change the configuration of basic 
system dynamically, for example, in operating systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In this 
paper, we show that the computational reflection is also useful for a mechanism 
to change policies flexibly in cooperative work style (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Computational Reflection Applied to Modification of Policies in Cooperative 
Work 
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the outline of the proposed 
object-oriented model for a distributed software development environment that 
concentrates on control of data sharing. We define distributed workspace as an 
engineer's responsibility for development, and then define a shared data as a 
component in a product of distributed workspaces. Based on these definitions, 
we introduce workspace manager, artifact object and autonomous mediator ob- 
ject. We will also describe roles of each object and interrelations between them. 
In Section 3, we analyze requirements in functionality for the workspace man- 
ager object and the artifact object which are the components of the distributed 
workspace. In Section 4, we consider the type of negotiation observed when an 
engineer requests to modify a shared data. We will elaborate the functionalities of 
autonomous mediator that supports negotiation based on the negotiation types 
considered above. Section 5 gives practical example of "Cooperative Write" in 
detail. Section 6 exhibits the outline of prototype implementation that we build 
to verify the feasibility of the model. Section 7 gives concluding remarks. 

2 A D i s t r i b u t e d  S o f t w a r e  D e v e l o p m e n t  M o d e l  f o r  D a t a  

S h a r i n g  

///\ \ \ 

( i f !  ! i i  1 
Mechanism to Manage Distributed Object 

Fig. 2. The Outline of a Distributed Software Development Environment for Data 
Sharing 

Figure 2 sununarizes our view of how data should be shared, and how mech- 
anisms to support the sharing should be placed. A mechanism for distributed 
object management [3, 9, 10], which guarantees distributed transparency [8], is 
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located in the lowest layer. The two mechanisms that we are going to propose 
in this paper are located above this layer. The first mechanism's role is to man- 
age the range of responsibility for engineer's task, and another mechanism's role 
is to support negotiation concerning a modification of shared data. These two 
mechanisms are briefly discussed in the following two subsections. 

2.1 Management of the Range of Responsibil ity for Engineer's Task 

Let us consider that  an engineer's task is to develop a requested intermediate 
artifact. We define a range of engineer's responsibility by a set of intermediate 
artifacts relevant to the engineer's current task. We call this range as distributed 
workspace. An artifacl object manages a corresponding artifact that  is a compo- 
nent of the distributed workspace. Each engineer has his own workspace manager, 
which manages his distributed workspace and controls access to artifacts in the 
workspace. 

We define a shared wor]cspace as an intersection ofmultip|e distributed workspaces 
and a private workspace as the difference between a distributed workspace and 
shared workspaces. 

Since an artifact object i n n  shared workspace is accessed from multiple en- 
gineers, the object performs user-wise access control on each method invocation. 
An engineer accesses the artifact object through his workspace manager to cope 
with possible sharing situations. The workspace manager then selects a proper 
method for an actual access to the artifact object based on current activity sta- 
tus of the engineer and through negotiation of other workspace managers which 
shares the artifact object with. 

2.2 Negotiation Support for Shared Data Modification 

Shared data is modified after all the engineers, whose workspace contains a 
shared workspace 4 in which the shared data resides, agree with a modification 
request. We need not only to make a negotiation by collecting their opinions 
about the request, but we also have to perform a processing based on the result 
of the negotiation. Autonomous mediators are generated by meta of each relevant 
workspace manager when shared data is requested to modify, and they establish 
a necessary environment to support negotiation among relevant engineers. One 
engineer may act as a coordinator who detects a problem and coordinates rele- 
vant members if necessary. In such case, rest of the members act as negotiators 
to exchange their opinions. 

The relationship between the mechanism described in this section and the 
mechanism described in Section 2.1 is as follows: (1) When an engineer requests 
a modification to shared data, a request to begin a negotiation is generated 
and sent to the mechanism that support negotiation. (2) After the negotiation 
completes, a method of a processing the shared data  is notified to the shared 
artifact object to carry out the actual modification. 

4 A shared workspace and distributed workspaces which Configure it change as time 
passes. 
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Fig. 3. The Roles of Each Object 

2.3 D yna mic  Change  of  Work  Styles by  C o m p u t a t i o n a l  Ref lec t ion  

In this section, we show the role of each meta-object concerning the following 
two issues. 

1. Dynamic change of access rights for shared data. 
2. The way to deal with a request from an engineer who is not allowed to modify 

shared data. 
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Let us now explain about an assumption for the application of computational 
reflection to these issues. 

To reflect the change of the range of engineer's responsibility for his work to 
an environment, we need to change access rights dynamically. In addition, we 
allow only one engineer to modify shared data simultaneously. This condition is 
considered not too restrictive, since simultaneous requests of modification of a 
single data by multiple engineers is a rare case in the distributed development. 

We summarize the assumption about a typical work style to modify shared 
data in this paper. 

We assume that there exists an administrator for each shared data who has an 
exclusive modification access to the data. Other engineers do not have the right 
to modify the shared data. If they want to modify the data, they notify the 
administrator, and then they begin negotiation for permission of modification. 

Our understanding is that it is more important to change access rights timely 
for an engineer who needs to modify shared data. That is, access control mech- 
anism we discuss here has a policy that guarantee the soundness of the work 
performed by the engineer as much as possible. For example, if we receive a 
modification request from an engineer who can not be granted for immediate 
access, the engineer may be notified of the time when he will be granted, or the 
access may be granted through negotiation. 

Based on these work styles, we explain the way how shared data is generated 
and modified according to Figure 3. The upper part of Figure 3 shows the outline 
of interrelations between objects. The table at the lower part summarizes the 
major roles for each base-object and meta-object. 

- Genera t ion  of  a shared d a t a  

Shared data is generated when a development is requested. For example, 
when "designer" requests "programmer A" to develop a program, "designer" 
requests the base of his workspace manager to move a program specification 
from his private workspace to the workspace shared with "programmer A". 
The base of the workspace manager also notifies access right for "programmer 
A" to the meta of the artifact object. 

- Modif icat ion of  a shared da t a  
Meta of workspace manager snoops method invocations at base of the workspnc, 
manager. If a base's first attempt to modify a shared artifact object is re- 
fused by the object, meta of the workspace manager will contact the meta 
of the workspace manager which is owned by the administrator of the ar- 
tifact object for the grant to execute the modification. For example, when 
programmer A requests the base of his workspace manager to modify pro- 
gram specification which is shared with d e s i g n e r ,  the meta of the workspace 
manager receives a message that the request is refused. Therefore the meta 
of programmer A's workspace manager asks the meta of designer's workspace 
manager for his right for the modification of the program specification. The 
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1. [object meta-workspace-manager 
2. ( s ta te  [queue := [queue-gen < = =  :new]] ;; a message queue 
3. [scriptSet := scripts] ;; a set of script~ 
4. [mode := ' :dormant]  ;; an execution mode 
5 . . . .  ) 
6. (script 
7, ( = >  [:message M R  S] ;; " an arrival of a messag~ ~ receivin 9 it 
8. [queue <= [:enq [Message Keply Sender]]] 
9- (when (eq mode ' :dormant)  

10. [mode := ':active] 
11. [Me < =  :begin])) 
12. ( = >  :begin ;; acceptance of a message f# script execution 
13. ;; de~ueue one triple [M R S] from a queue 
14. (match [queue < = =  :deo~ 
15. (is [M R S] 
16, (match (find-script M R S scriptSet) 
17. (is [Bindings ScriptBody] 
18. ;; Start a script evaPdation 
19, [evaluator 
20. < =  [:do ScriptBody [env-gen < = =  
21. [:new Bindings state]] Me Group-manager evaluator] 
22, @ [cont " [Me < =  :end]]]) 
23. (otherwise 
24. (warn " "S cannot handle the message "S" [den Me] M)))))) 
25. (=> :end ;; after a script execution 
26. (if (not [queue < = =  :empty?]) 
27. [Me < =  :begin] 
28. [mode := ' :dormant])) 
29. (=> [:reject owner time M It. S] 
30. (match M 
31, (is [:set-artifact a-obj a-data] 
32. [[meta owner] <= [:want-to-modify a-obj a-data]f)) 
33 . . . .  ) 
34 .... )] 

F i g . 4 ,  Example Definition for Meta of Workspace Manager in ABCL/R2  

meta of designer's workspace manager deals with the situation by selecting 
one of the prepared procedures. A result may vary. The modification might 
be allowed at the specific time, or the meta-object might prompt the designer 
for human intervention. If the designer judges that negotiation is necessary, 
the meta of his workspace manager generates an autonomous mediator which 
implements a protocol for the negotiation concerning the modification of the 
program specification. 

3 D i s t r i b u t e d  W o r k s p a c e  

3.1 Workspace  Manage r  

Workspace manager manages distributed workspace composed of a set of 
artifact objects, and it accepts requests from its owner to invoke a method in 
artifact object. 

Several reports are published concerning a mechanism to deal with multiple 
objects, for example, a mechanism to invoke methods in multiple objects by one 
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invocation [11, 12] and a mechanism to change the behavior of objects dynam- 
ically [4]. Techniques to manage a single object belonging to several different 
groups by group-wise methods are also reported [3, 13]. Based on these studies, 
the workspace manager is designed to be capable of dealing with multiple objects 
for implementation of distributed workspace. That is, shared artifact object is 
managed by multiple workspace managers with the different policy depending 
on each engineer's work style. 

An engineer's workspace manager keeps an attribute which indicates "role" 
of the engineer in addition to information to manage artifact objects in the 
workspace. It determines the range of responsibility for the engineer's work. The 
"role" can be expressed as follows: 

role = ((artifact1, work1),..., (arti f a a , ,  work,)) (1) 

where role means the role of an engineer, artifact is the name of an artifact 
and work is an operation performed on the artifact by him. Examples of work 
are "edif', "modify", "tesf', etc. We use an attribute "role" for access control 
of shared data. When we ask an engineer for a development, we submit a pair 
"(artifact, work)" to the base of his workspace manager. At the same time, the 
workspace manager notifies the kind of work and name of the engineer to meta 
of the artifact object for an establishment of access control. 

We show an example for a typical role made by meta of workspace manager. 
Described below is a 4-step behavior of meta of workspace manager when an 
engineer does not have right to modify a shared data. 

1. Meta of workspace manager asks meta of an administrator's workspace man- 
ager for permission to modify. 
When an engineer requests to modify an artifact object in a shared workspace 
even though he does not have the right to modify it, the meta of the artifact 
object notifies the meta of his workspace manager of the refusal. Then, the 
meta of the workspace manager requests the meta of an administrator's 
workspace manager to acquire the right to modify. 
Figure 4 is an example implementation of meta of workspace manager writ- 
ten in a concurrent reflective object-oriented language ABCL/R2 [5, 6]. The 
intended behavior of the meta of workspace manager is to detect a request 
to modify, and then asks the meta of an administrator's workspace manager 
for permission to modify. 

(a) Meta of workspace manager dequeues one triple [M R 5] from the mes- 
sage queue(line 14). M is a message sent to base of workspace manager, 
R is the reply destination for M, and S is the sender object identity of 
M. 

(b) Meta of workspace manager creates a new environment, and then evalu- 
ates the body of the script 5 under the new environment by "evaluator" 
object (line 16- 21). 

5 In ABCL/R2, implementation of method is called script. 
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(c) When the script is executed normally, a message :end is sent to meta of 
the workspace manager (line 22). However, if the method invocation is 
refused by an artifact object, meta of the workspace manager receives 
a message [:reject ...] from meta of the artifact object (line 29). Then, 
meta ofworkspace manager sends a message [:want-to-modify...] to meta 
of the administrator's workspace manager to acquire the permission to 
modify. 

2. Meta of an administrator's workspace manager judges whether it Should no- 
tify the administrator of the arrival of inquiry. 
The administrator sets a necessary condition for this decision to meta of his 
workspace manager in advance. Some of the possible actions are: (1) If the 
request is for a specific artifact object that does not accept the negotiation, 
the request is immediately turned down, (2) a negotiation request will be 
accepted at the specified date, or (3) the negotiation will begin immediately. 

3. Meta of the workspace manager presents the request to the administrator. 
It presents the request by the output format which the administrator chooses. 
For example, it displays the difference between the original data  and the 
requested one (for example, output format from diff command in UNIX). 
Nature of the modification may also be presented at this point. 

4. Meta of the workspace manager follows an instruction of how to deal with 
the request given by the administrator. 
The administrator instructs meta of workspace manager how to deal with 
the request based on the information presented at the previous step. Ex- 
amples of instructions are "begin negotiation", "allow modification", "reserve 
modification ", and etc. 

3.2 A r t i f a c t  O b jec t  

An artifact object corresponds to each artifact produced during software 
development life cycle. In this paper, we treat a coarse grained object for artifact 
object such as specification sheet, source program, and etc. Artifact object has 
methods to handle artifact data, for example, generation, modification, and etc. 
We define artifact object as an abstract class which represents artifact. Each 
artifact object is defined as a subclass of the artifact object class. We treat the 
data of artifact as an attribute of the artifact object. 

In general, we should consider the management of shared data from the 
views of concurrency control [1], access control [14], version control [15, 16], and 
configuration management [17]. Since we restrict one person at a time to modify 
shared data, we do not have to consider concurrency control. 

Meta of artifact object controls a method invocation to the base-object. If an 
invocation is refused, it provides the following data to the client: (1) the name 
of an administrator for this object, and(2) the date if an administrator accepts 
a negotiation request in the future. 

Figure 5 illustrates an example of access control by meta of artifact object. 
Meta of artifact object sends a message to "acl" object to verify if a method 
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1. [object meta-artifact-objeet 
2, (state ... 
3. [acl := nil] ;; an object  to m a n a g e  access  r igh t s  Control l is t  
4. [owner := nil] ;; an o w n e r  o,f th i s  object .  
5. [time := nil]) ;; t ime  to accept negotiation 
6. (script 
7. (=> [:message M R S] 
8 . . . . . .  
9. (=> :begin 

10. (temporary right) 
11. (match [queue <== :deq] 
12. (is [M R s] 
13. ;; get  the access r ight  for  a mes sage  M J rom acl 
14. [right := [acl <==  [:check-right (second M) (first M)]I] 
15. (cond ((right) 
16. (match (find-script M R S scriptSet) 
17. (is [Bindings ScriptBody] 
18 . . . .  ) 
19. (otherwise 
20. (warn " 'S  cannot handle the message "S '~"  [den Me] M) 
21. [Me <-- :end]))) 
22. ((t [[meta S] <= [:reject owner time M R S]] 
23. [Me <-- :end])))) 
24. (otherwise 
25. [Me <= :end]))) 
26 . . . .  )1 

F i g .  5. Example  Definition for Meta  of Art i fact  Objec t  in A B C L / R 2  

invocation is allowed for a client before it is executed (line 14). If it receives 
the reply of acceptance, it evaluates the message and executes the script as 
normal(line 17 and 18). Otherwise it does not execute it and notifies the time 
to accept a negotiation request to the meta of client's workspace manager. The 
merit of access control by recta-object is that we can localize the control in a 
recta-object rather than scattering it around the methods in base-objects. 

4 N e g o t i a t i o n  S u p p o r t  f or  M o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  S h a r e d  D a t a  

4 . 1  R e q u i r e m e n t s  f o r  a M e c h a n i s m  t o  S u p p o r t  N e g o t i a t i o n  

We specifically address the following two requirements concerning the negotia- 
tion 6 support for modification of shared data. 

1. An ability to support negotiation with a half protocol and change it dynam- 
ically. 
According to our experiences that we took part in several software develop- 
ment projects, we believe that  we can formalize the process of the negotiation 
to some extent, and, thus, we should provide a mechanisms to support it. 
For example, we can specify the order of messages exchanged between the 

In this section, negotiat ion corresponds to one relevant to the modif icat ion of shared 
data.  
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relevant engineers, the way to acquire necessary information, the way to pro- 
cess the acquired data, a n d  so on 7. A half protocol refers to such process, 
and specifies the flow of an engineer's behavior depending his role during 
negotiation. It is a "half' protocol because a protocol generally specifies the 
flow of messages between two sites. An actual protocol is formed when two 
half protocols actually exchange messages during a negotiation: 
In Section 4.2, we formalize the aspects of negotiation as the type of nego- 
tiation. We also present the way of  dynamically replacing the half  protocol 
in Section 4.4. 

2. An ability to support coordination according to the progress state of nego- 
tiation. 
Since several engineers in distributed sites negotiate, we need a coordinator, 
who detects a problem and coordinates engineers for it. Tha t  is, a coordinator 
needs to detect who meets trouble and help him to promote the progress. 
In Section 4.4, we will show an example that  supports coordination by a 
progress state of negotiation and a negotiation history, which are specified 
by a series of state transitions. 

4.2 T y p e s  o f  N e g o t i a t i o n  

In this section, we investigate the type of negotiation, which corresponds to a 
unit in a half protocol. 

We assume that a negotiation consists of the three steps: (1) gathering the 
necessary information for decision, (2) making a decision, and (3) post-processing 
that depends on the decision. We denotes the type of such negotiation by eight 
tuple. 

(S, G, I, R, O, gather, decide, action) (2) 

S is a set of negotiation states. When all the necessary data  in a state is gathered, 
negotiation moves to a new state. G denotes a set of possible selections for 
decision. For example, when we are to vote for "admit" or "reject", these two 
items become the elements of G. I is a set of information gathered to make a 
decision. We can either ask an engineer or invoke a method of the object in 
order to acquire the information. /{  is a set of decisions. For example, when we 
select our opinion from G, the selected elements from G become elements of R. 
O is a set of messages which are sent as a result, for example, "notify result', 
"begin other type of negotiation", "execute a toot', and etc. A function "gather" 
gathers the necessary data to specify the subject of decision. It is invoked after 
the data for S and G are determined. 

gather : S x G ~ I 

The decision R is determined by function "decide" with inputs I and G. 

(3) 

decide : I x G ~ R 

r We do not consider formalization of the decision process itself in this paper. 

(4) 
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0 is generated by function "action" with input R. After the 0 is generated, the 
negotiation moves to a new state. 

action : R x S .~ .  0 x S (5) 

During the evaluation of these three functions, an engineer may intervene with 
the process. For example, an engineer may select his choice from presented can- 
didates to make a decision. 

4.3 A u t o n o m o u s  M e d i a t o r  

t. 

thA ~Hhi~ct iP, d~.tArmint~d 
1. method 1 } perform post-processing] of decision is determined. ] 

\ / \ / 

state A state B 

Fig, 6. The Notation of a Half Protocol Managed by Mediator 

We refine autonomous mediator s as a model for implementation of the ne- 
gotiation types that  contains half protocols based on the type of negotiation 
discussed in the previous section. 

By "autonomy", we mean that the mediator is capable of automatically 
selecting new method of execution from a set of prepared methods if a previous 
method fails. By this autonomy, mediator deals with an abnormal situation, for 
example, when it could not get the reply from an engineer or an environment by 
a deadline. 

Mediator autonomously performs a processing by a state transition based on 
the rule in Figure 6. It moves from state A to state B via three steps: (1) applying 
a selected naethod/.  If it fails, another method is selected and applied~ (2) making 
a decision based on the gathered data, (3) performing a post-processing according 
to the decision. These three steps correspond to evaluating the three functions 
"gather" ,"decide", and "action" in order. 

Let us now examine the role of base and meta of the mediator. Base of the 
mediator implements all the necessary methods to act autonomously. It interacts 
with outside by an inquiry of an engineer and the method invocation of other 
object. Meta of the mediator controls autonomous processing by the base-object 

s We call mediator in short from here. 
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Control an 
Autonomous 
Processing 

"1. Control an Execution with a Half Protocol 
a. Method Invocation In the Baseobj~t 
b. Dynamic Change of a Half Protocol 

2. Manage a Scdpt to Apply Several 
Alternative Methods 

3. Deal with an Abnormal Situation 
a. Interruption 

4. Manage Ihe History ot Method Invocations 

Acquire a Progress (, ~daa~r~ 
Status 

Meta of Mediator a.Replace a Half Protocol 
b.Acquire a Progress Status 

/ Control a Method Invocation 

.......................................... t l i  
Perform an Protocol 
Autonomous a. Inquiry for an Engineer 
Processing b. Collect Deta lrom Artifact Object 

Base of Mediator J Invoke a M , ~ e t h ~  

Fig. 7. Reflection Mechanism for Mediator 

from the following four points. (1) It manages a half protocol implemented as 
a state transition diagram. It controls an execution in the base-object. It can 
change a half protocol dynamically by exchanging the state transition diagram. 
(2) It manages a script to apply several alternative methods prepared for an 
error. (3) When it is interrupted, it performs various processing depending upon 
the situation. (4) It manages a history of method invocation to supply the nec- 
essary data for the support of coordination. 

4.4 T h e  I n t e r n a l  M e c h a n i s m s  o f  A u t o n o m o u s  M e d i a t o r  

A M e c h a n i s m  for  D y n a m i c  R e p l a c e m e n t  o f  H a l f  P r o t o c o l  The reason to 
replace a half protocol dynamically is that we probably come across the situation 
different from which we anticipate at the beginning of negotiation. One of the 
possible cause for this is that we insufficiently specify each parameter for the 
type of negotiation defined by tuple (2) in Section 4.2. We suppose the following 
situation as for the insufficiency of each parameter. For example, S may not 
include a necessary state, or items in G may not be sufficient, or O might include 
an undefined post-processing. 

The Mediator contains a mechanism for dynamically changing half protocol 
by one of two ways. Each case is described below using the code fragment for 
meta of the mediator in Figure 8. 
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1. [object meta-mediator 
2. (state ... 
3. [abuf := nil I ;; associated li~t f o r  mere-no 
4. [c-state := ':get-decislon] ;; current state 
5. [c-ftmc :-~ ':gather] ;; current f u n c t i o n  
6. ;; s tate  transition diagram 
7. [state-trans 
8. :---- '((:get-decision ((:gather ((:set.reply mere-no))) 
9. (:decide :get-decislon) 

10. (:action ((yes :change) 
11. (no :nochange))) 
12. (:next.state ((yes :end) 
I~. (no :end))))))l) 
14. (script 
15. ( = >  :end 
16. (cond ((equal c-func ':gather) 
17. ( ... )) ;; process for  ' :gather]unct ion 
18. ((equal c-func ':decide) 
19. ( ... )) ;; process f o r  ':decide func t ion  
20. ((equal c-func ':action) 
21. ( .. ))) ;; process f o r  ' :ae t ion func t ian  
22. (if (not [queue <-------- :empty?]) 
23. [Me <--- :begin] 
24. [mode := ':dormant])) 
25. (----> [:exchange-state-trans new-st] 
26. 
27. [state-trans :---- new-st]) ;; set a new state transi t ion diagram 
28. ( = >  (:add-user new-user] 
29. [users := (append users (list new-user))] 
30. (rptacd (assoc 'mem-no abuf) (1+ (cdr (assoc 'mere-no abuf))))) 
31. (----> (:start-new-mediator mediator-type] 
32. [[mediator-gen < =  [:new mediator-type Me]]]) ,; generate a new mediator  
33 . . . .  )] 

Fig. 8. Dynamic Replacement Mechanism of a Half Protocol for Meta of Mediator 

1. Replacement of a half protocol 

This method also accompanies of data used in the haft protocol. A variable 
"state-trang' in line 7 - 13 denotes a state transition diagram which defines 
a half protocol, A variable ":get-decision" in line 8 represents the name 
of a state, and the method name for the functions "gathe?'," decide", and 
"action" are specified. 

Mediator exchanges a half protocol when the method [:exchange-state-trans 
...] in line 25 is invoked. After it verifies that no other method is executing, 
it sets new state transition diagram as the half protocol (line 27) 9 . As an 
example of  accompanied data modification, we use the case that the partic- 
ipants of the negotiation increases. This case is notified to the mediator by 
the message (:add-user ...] in line 28, which increments the number to wait 
for the end of :set-reply method in "gathe]' function by one. 

9 Note that, in our research, we aim to realize a mechanism that meta of mediator 
reuses the history of negotiation and changes the structure of a state transition 
diagram dynamically, when it changes a half protocol. However, at the current im- 
plementation, meta of mediator exchanges a half protocol and retries negotiation 
from the beginning. 
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I. [object meta-mediator 
2. (state 
3. [c-state :~ *:get-decision ] ;; current state 
4. [c-func :~-':gather] ;; r 
5. [monitor-obj := [monitorogen <=--- :new]]) 
6. (script 
7. (----> :begin 
8. (match[queue <----= :deq] 
9. (is [M rt S] 

10. [monitor-obj <-~ [:monitor Me :begin [M 1R S]]] 
II. (match (find-script M R S scriptSet) 
12. (is [Bindings ScriptBody] 
13. [evaluator 
14. < =  [:do ScriptBody [env-gen <----= [:new Bindings state]] 
15. Me Group-manager eva]uator] 
16. Q [cont" [monitor-obj < =  [:monitor Me :end [M R S]]] 
17. [Me < =  :endll]))))) 
18. (=>  :current-status? 
19. !(list c-state c.func)) 
20. ( = >  :access-history? Q R 
21. [monitor-obj <= :access-history? Q R]) 
22. (~-> :abort 
23. 
24. ic-state := ':end]) 
2s. )I 

Fig. 9. Mechanism to Support Negotiation Coordination 

. Delegation lo other types of mediators 
It  is often the case that  we need an assistance from other types of mediators.  
As the subject of negotiation is analyzed in detail, we often come across the 
situation which we do not anticipate before negotiation. For example, we may 
have an obscure point about the modification. We deal with this si tuation 
by the method [:s~arl-new-mcdialor...] (line 31) to delegate to other type of 
mediator to solve it. 

A M e c h a n i s m  t o  S u p p o r t  C o o r d i n a t i o n  fo r  N e g o t i a t i o n  In this section, 
we discuss a mechanism to support  an engineer, acting as a coordinator, to co- 
ordinate a negotiation according to Figure 9. The coordinator needs to gather 
the necessary information to know the progress status of negotiation. The coor- 
dinator assists an engineer if he is in trouble. For this purpose, meta  of mediator  
keeps track of a progress status in a variable "c-s~atd' and a history of method 
invocation in "monitor-oh]' object. The history is taken before and after the 
execution of the main method (line 10 and 16). We can retrieve the history by 
invoking the method ":access-history?" (line 20). By examining the history, we 
can obtain the knowledge about  the progress of negotiation. We can also detect 
whether negotiation is moving towards affirmative or negative side in a total  at 
the time. In addition, we perceive the possibility of an engineer in a trouble if 
we detect unnecessary repetition and stagnant at the same state. In this case, a 
coordinator inquires the status for the engineer and knows his situation in more 
detail in order to give some advice. However, if a coordinator judges tha t  they 
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cannot continue the negotiation, he requests all meta of mediators to interrupt 
the negotiation, or initiate replacement of a half protocol. 

5 Practical Example: Cooperative Write 

5.1 The  Si tua t ion  of  Coope ra t i ve  Wri te  

Generate Autonomous 

Notify t h e ~  Autonomous A 
Designer A grant for '~,~Mediator(5) Programmer B 

(Administrator for Library L) modification(9) ~"~ . .~  ~Ask"the grant 
" ~  ~ for modificatlon(4) 
~ Add(9)lremove(t3) /[ 

C into/from access /iReouest " ~ ~ )r^l pe t //Hequest the grant 
Programmer B's ~ ' ~ . ~  " //for modification(3) 
Distributed Wod<space �9 Notify the end of Nohfy the . . 

~ ' 7 - " " ~  / _ _ : _  ~ grant for / /  N~l~ 

/ ' ~  [ Lit)ra~ L. ~I-YI ~ Io N,,/ (TWM~."~ L Request to 
I [ ~  ~,SpecJticaUon) I ~k.:.,.~ J ModilyAO(11) ~ ~ m o d i f y ( 1 ) / , - ~  

Designer A's / / . . . m c  
~ _...,Programmer C's / 

Q :  Autonomous Mediator 

Q :  Workspace Manager 

O :  Artifact Object 
,........~. (Shared Workspace) 
\~.......) : Artifact Object 

(Private Workspace) 

- - ' - - "  : Move from private to shared workspaco Request to modify 
. . . .  : Dependency relationships among artifact objects 

�9 : Message flow at cooperative write 

Fig. 10. Cooperative Write 

We assume a project whose members develop a software in distributed places 
using C++  language. Consider the situation that a designer A and two pro- 
grammers B and C in this project work cooperatively(Figure 10). A designer A 
designed the specification of library L and asked B to develop a program accord- 
ing to the specification. A programmer B develops library L. A programmer C 
develops sub-system S and uses L for his development. That is, B has th e right 
to modify L, but C does not. In this situation, let us assume that C notices a 
problem in an interface of a class "libclass" in L. The programmer C will begin 
negotiating with A and B to modify the interface. 
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5.2 S c e n a r i o  o f  C o o p e r a t i v e  W r i t e  

A typical scenario of the Cooperative Write is as follows. The number in paren- 
theses corresponds to the number in a message flow in Figure 10. 

? 
(Acquire data about specification r  
I do:1. Inquire meta of workspace mana~ I 
L 2. Inquire an engineer J 

Determine change/Notify to change how to how 

(Acquire data about related engineers ~'~ 
I do.1. Inquire meta of work, space manager 
L 2. Inquire an engineer ~ l  

I 
I Determine target engineers/Generate a mediator 
t 

. . . . . . . . .  Pnin! n. l  ;z n/mhlAm/ "%~ACq u i r e ) r O b l e m /  I r. a reply from related engineers 
Reconslder~w-tochang~O:l. Wait for replys from all negotiatorsJ 

Approve/Ol:xlate artifact object 
Pass the deadline Comfirm the status/ / ~ ( ~  

NotilfY the status /Reject/Notify an engineer ~.,,, '~/ 

(Acquire the status of related engineers'~///Interrupt/Generate other m e d i a ; / I  
I do:l. Inquire meta of mediator r ~  .]  

2. Inquire an engln ee r Reserve/Notifi/ that negotiation wiw! 
L , ~  restart alter a problem is solved 

Fig. 11. A State Transition Diagram for the Mediator to Support a Coordinator 

1. C reads an artifact object AO which defines the interface of "libclass", and 
then sends the modification request with a new interface to C's workspace 
manager WMc (1). 

2. Meta of C's workspace manager MWMc notifies C that the modification re- 
quest is rejected because C has no right to modify AO (2). M W M c  requests 
B, who is an administrator of AO, to allow to modify AO (3). 

3. MWMB reserves the modification request and asks B if he permits the 
modification (4). 

4. If B permits the modification, MWMB starts MOB to negotiate with A 
because A designs the specification of AO (5). B takes a role of coordinator 
and MOB assists B during negotiation. Figure 11 shows the state transition 
diagram in MWMB. 

5. MOB generates MOrt to ask A's opinion (6). Figure 12 shows a state tran- 
sition diagram on MWMA. The goal for the execution by MOB is to select 
a decision from 1) approve, 2) reject, 3) interrupt, or 4) reserve. 

6. A and B negotiate each other through MOrt and MOB, and finally select a 
decision from the four candidates described in the step 5 above (7). 

7. A result of selection is notified to MWMB (8). If the is " a p p r o v e " , M W M B  
temporary adds C into the access control list for modification in MAO until 
he completes the modification (9). 
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8. MWMB notifies MWMc that (7 can modify AO (10), and then C modifies 
AO 1~ (11). 

9. MWMc notifies MWMB that  C has finished the modification (12). C is 
removed from the access control list in MAO (13). 

? 
(~x~re am about ~r.N~a~" 
Ichan0e 
[fie: 1. Inquire an edmlnlsiredor's 
I mediator 

2; Inquire an engineer 

Delermine how to change/ 
NotHy how to change 

/ . .--~/~cquire an reply from an engineer~ Solve an obscure~ooinl ( ~ r e  the mlaled data 

/ I . . . . . . . . .  , . ~ . u =  [ ~ j ,  nore Is an (~cure po,n! ~ 2. Stad other type of mediato 

Need ,nvesti~ctiorg . I Oetermine a reply/ 
rose/hi the re~176 upeate J Nollly to an ecMlinistralor's medialor 

\ (Acquire an administrator's 
~ .  l Judoement ~ ~ ( ~  

"~..._,..~fie: l .  WaR for an reply from an ~ int~r.,Nl~,,. ~ ~ /  
administralor 

Fig. 12. A State Transition Diagram for the Mediator to Support a Negotiator 

6 P r o t o t y p e  S y s t e m  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

We implemented a prototype system and investigated the feasibility of the model. 
In this section, we report the result: 

We can easily implement base/meta of object in ABCL/R2 because it is 
an object-oriented concurrent reflective language. ABCL/R2 is a public domain 
software and it runs on Sun SparcStation and SONY NEWS in our environment. 
Since ABCL/R2 does not provide a mechanism for (1) access to distributed ob- 
ject (2) object migration between different workstations, we implemented these 
functionalities on ABCL/R2. 

7 Conclusion 

We have proposed an object-oriented architecture for data sharing and modifi- 
cations of the shared data. in a distributed software development environment. 

~o Note that in this scenario, we dropped the following details: (1) the case that the 
result of negotiation between A and B is not ~approve" (2) the case that C is allowed 
and delegated the right for modification. 
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Since shared data generated during distributed software development axe con- 
siderable source of cooperative works, a mechanism to support the data shaxing 
must consider human-computer interaction. We modeled a distributed workspace 
as a range of responsibility for an engineer's work. We have proposed a mech- 
anism to present and modify shared artifact object jointly by the workspace 
manager and the object. We have also proposed a mechanism to support ne- 
gotiation required for modification of shared data. We have analyzed the types 
of negotiation and introduced the autonomous mediator for an implementation 
model of the type. 

We have used computational reflection to modify policies in cooperative work 
style. This approach has two advantages: (1) We can customize an environment 
dynamically according to the change of the work style, because we can select a 
proper method from ones which are prepared in advance, and (2) We can select 
a method to deal with an abnormal situation if the first method did not finish 
normally. 

We should notice that the computational reflection is indistinguishable in the 
design of workspace manager and mediator object. Workspace manager changes 
access method to shared data and mediator collects data by multiple substitute 
methods. 

Currently we have a plan of an experiment to apply our result to a real 
distributed environment. We are going to investigate the way to deal with more 
complex situations [19]. The model and system which we propose in this paper 
is considered to be a sub-system of CSCSD (Computer Supported Cooperative 
Software Development) "JIZAF [20]. JIZAI integrates the support of software 
development and communication among engineers. 
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